There are usually two grammatical ways to provide an answer to a question: a full clause reply (e.g., John left, as a reply to Who left?) and a fragment reply (e.g., John, as a reply to the same question). Some fragment replies, however, are well-formed as answers to some types of questions but not to others, and some full clause replies are well-formed as answers to some types of questions but not to others. We account for this fact with a variant of a theory of questions according to which fragment replies are basic semantic answers, and full-clause replies are parasitic on them.
Our take on the puzzle. We adopt a theory of questions according to which (1a) expresses both a "functional" question and a pair-list question, (1b) unambiguously expresses a "functional" question, and (1c) unambiguously expresses a pair-list question. We propose a version of Answers-are-Fragments according to which (3b) denotes a possible semantic answer to [[(1a) , and (2b/b') live off (3b) only as replies to (1a/b); as a reply to (1c), (2b) lives off (3a).
The proposal
Part 1: what a possible semantic answer is. We assume that a question denotes a set of structured propositions (see Krifka 2001a, and others) . Specifically, a wh question-intension Q is a function from possible worlds to sets of structured propositions of the form {<P Q , x>, <P Q , x'>, <P Q , x">, …} (i.e., a set of possible Jacobsonian question-answer pairs). For any common ground k, z is a possible semantic answer to Q in k iff for every w ∈ k, <P Q , z> ∈ Q(w) and P Q (w)(z) is defined. In addition, a root question is prefixed with a question act operator (as in Krifka 2001b , and others), and a root reply is prefixed with an answer act operator. This means that a common ground -which is a set of worlds -is always updated with a set of worlds, even when the update is triggered by a question-intension or a possible semantic answer (neither of which is a set of worlds). Simplifying considerably, for any discourse participant x reliable in k, updating k with [λw. ASK w,x (Q)] means removing from k all worlds w such that there is a z such that z is a possible semantic answer to Q in k and: (i) x is opinionated in w about <P Q , z> (i.e., x believes [λw. P Q (w)(z) = 1] in w or x believes [λw. P Q (w)(z) = 0] in w), or (ii) x does not want in w to become informed about <P Q , z>. For any discourse participant y reliable in k and any z such that z is a possible semantic answer to Q in k+[λw. ASK w,x (Q)], updating k+[λw. ASK w,x (Q)] with [λw. ANS w,y,Q (z)] means removing from k+[λw. ASK w,x (Q)] any w such that P Q (w)(z) = 0. Part 2: what (1a)-(1c) mean. We assume that a wh-phrase always introduces salient natural functions (a natural function is a function whose "value can be computed for any new individual added to the world … A random list of ordered pairs … is not a recipe in the same sense"; Jacobson 1999, Fn. 23) . For any w, NAT w is the set of natural functions salient in w. Thus, the "functional" meaning of (1a) (relativized to discourse participant a) is (7) (cf. Engdahl 1986 , Chierchia 1993 , Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984 , Sharvit 1999 : "which natural paper-valued function h is such that every student x turned in the output of h relative to x?". In a similar fashion, the "functional" meaning of (1b) is (7'). (7) λw. ASK w,a (λw'. {<P, h> ∈ D <s,<<s,<e,e>>,t>> × D <s,<e,e>> | h ∈ NAT w' & Ran(h(w')) ⊆ PAPER w' & P = λwλf <s,<e,e>> . ∀y ∈ STUDENT w : TURN-IN w (y, f(w)(y))}) (7')λw. ASK w,a (λw'. {<P, h> ∈ D <s,<<s,<e,e>>,t>> × D <s,<e,e>> | h ∈ NAT w' & Ran(h(w')) ⊆ PAPER w' & P = λwλf <s,<e,e>> . ∀y ∈ STUDENT w : ¬TURN-IN w (y, f(w)(y))}) According to Krifka (2001b) , the pair-list meaning of (1a) arises as a result of quantification into the question act, roughly: "for each student z, (a wants to know) which paper x is such that z turned in x?". We adopt (8) instead, where for each student z, the question relative to z is not "looking for" a paper, but rather for a natural function from worlds to papers. (8) λw. ∀z ∈ STUDENT w : ASK w,a (λw'. {<P, g> ∈ D <s,<<s,e>,t>> × D <s,e> | g ∈ NAT w' & Ran(g) ⊆ PAPER w' & P = λwλf <s,e> . TURN-IN w (z, f(w))}) Krifka argues that quantification into the question act is not possible with no student, for independent reasons. This is why (1b) does not have a pair-list meaning.
